Professional detergents of vegetable origin

Our wellbeing sets its roots in the place where we live.
Naturally is a range of detergents for professional cleaning
formulated to be naturally effective and safe for both man
and the environment. The Naturally brand identifies a range
of products for daily use which have a very low impact on the
environment, grant a high performance and respect surfaces,
the environment and people.
Naturally products are designed for being synergic: using
them simultaneously in the same environment (following the
instructions for use for each of them) will grant an optimal
result. In this way it will be possible to prevent environmental
pollution in complete safety.
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cares about you & about
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a greater safety for your health

NATURAL MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Naturally Multipurpose is suitable for daily cleaning of: mirrors,
windows, glass and washable surfaces in general. It quickly
removes pen & felt tip marks and greasy stains in general.
QUICK-DRYING
SCENTED
750 ml
12pcs/carton
READY TO USE
unit-dose 100ml
60pcs/carton

NATURAL BATHROOM CLEANER
Naturally Bathroom Cleaner effectively removes dirt and scale
residues leaving surfaces shiny. It is formulated for the daily
cleaning of: white ceramic washbasins and bath tubs, showers,
taps and fittings as well as stainless steel kitchen sinks.
SCENTED
READY TO USE

750 ml

12pcs/carton

unit-dose 100ml

60pcs/carton

NATURAL FLOOR CLEANER
Naturally Floor Cleaner is an all-purpose floor cleaner for daily
use. It grants excellent results on: stoneware, ceramic,
varnished and vitrified parquet.
SCENTED
RESIDUE-FREE

1L

12pcs/carton

5kg

4pcs/carton

unit-dose 15ml

160pcs/carton

NATURAL DEGREASER
Naturally Degreaser is an all-purpose degreaser suitable for
multipurpose usage on a variety of greasy dirt. It effectively
cleans: kitchens, worktops, ovens, hoods and grills.
SCENTED
MULTIPURPOSE

750 ml

12pcs/carton

unit-dose 100ml

60pcs/carton
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